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We discuss the~right! eigenvalue equation forH, C and R linear quaternionic
operators. The possibility to introduce an isomorphism between these operators and
real/complex matrices allows us to translate the quaternionic problem into an
equivalentreal or complex counterpart. Interesting applications are found in solv-
ing differential equations within quaternionic formulations of quantum
mechanics. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1511789#

I. INTRODUCTION

The full understanding of the subtleties of the quaternionic eigenvalue problem still repre
an intriguing challenge for mathematicians and physicists. The recent study of the eige
problem for complex linear quaternionic operators1 played a fundamental role in solving quate
nionic differential equations.2 In the last few years, interesting applications of quaternionic an
sis and linear algebra were investigated in quantum mechanics.3 In particular, the solution of the
Schrödinger equation in the presence of quaternionic perturbations was explicitly given for
stant potentials and deviations from standard~complex! quantum mechanics discussed.4 In this
article, we aim to complete the study begun in Ref. 1, where preliminary steps in solvin
eigenvalue problem for complex linear quaternionic operators were traced. In order to ext
the R-linear case the results obtained for theH- andC-linear quaternionic matrices, we have
introduce a system ofcoupledequations which represents theneweigenvalue problem forR linear
quaternionic operators. It is important to observe that no attempt to develop a complete the
the quaternionic eigenvalue problem has been made here; this exceeds the scope of our a
satisfactory discussion of the eigenvalue problem for quaternionic operators is at present fa
being given. We could have directly investigated the eigenvalue equation in the quater
space, but we have preferred a more practical approach and chosen to handle the prob
finding a more familiar real or complex space isomorphic to the quaternionic one. We shall
that the isomorphism betweenH-, C-, andR-linear quaternionic operators and real/complex m
trices immediately allows us to translate the quaternionic~right! eigenvalue problem in a corre
sponding real or complex counterpart. The study of the new translated problem gives imp
information about the quaternionic solution. The results obtained are very useful in solving
nomial and differential equations. This could represent a fundamental step in understand
potentiality of using quaternions in formulating quantum mechanics~by investigatingquaternionic
deviations from the standard theory3,4! and gauge theory~by suggestingnewunification groups5!.

Throughout the article we shall denote byR, C, andH the sets of real, complex, and quate
nionic numbers,R,C,H, and byV@n,X# and M @n,X#, respectively, then-tuples and then
3n matrices overX. Linear quaternionic operators will be distinguished by their linearity from

a!Electronic mail: deleo@ime.unicamp.br
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right. In what follows, the notationOX stands for quaternionic operators linear~from the right!
over the fieldX.

II. QUATERNIONIC ALGEBRA AND LINEAR OPERATORS

We now introduce the quaternionic algebra and some useful properties ofH-, C-, andR-linear
operators. The~real! quaternionic skew-fieldH is an associative~division! algebra of rank 4 over
R,

q5q01 iq11 jq21kq3 , q0,1,2,3PR, ~1!

where

i 25 j 25k25 i jk 521, ~2!

endowed with an involutory anti-automorphism~conjugation!

q→q̄5q02 iq12 jq22kq3 .

Due to the noncommutative nature of quaternions, we must distinguish between the left an
action of the quaternionic imaginary unitsi , j , andk. To do it, we introduce the operators

Lm5~1,Li ,L j ,Lk! and Rm5~1,Ri ,Rj ,Rk!, m50,1,2,3,

which act on quaternionic vectorscPV@n,H# in the following way:

Lmc5hmc and Rmc5chm , hm5~1,i , j ,k!.

These operators satisfy

Li
25L j

25Lk
25LiL jLk5Ri

25Rj
25Rk

25RkRjRi521, ~3!

and

@Lm ,Rn#50, m,n50,1,2,3. ~4!

Note thatH-linear quaternionic operators acting on a finiten-dimensional quaternionic vecto
space,

OH~c1q11c2q2!5~OHc1!q11~OHc2!q2 , q1,2PH, c1,2PV@n,H#,

are in one-to-one correspondence withn3n quaternionic matrices:

OH↔MHPM @n,H#. ~5!

Consequently,R- andC-linear quaternionic operators,6

OR~c1r 11c2r 2!5~ORc1!r 11~ORc2!r 2 , r 1,2PR, c1,2PV@n,H#,

OC~c1c11c2c2!5~OCc1!c11~OCc2!c2 , c1,2PC, c1,2PV@n,H#,

can be represented byn3n quaternionic matricesMH and right acting operatorsRm as follows:

OR↔MR5 (
m50

3

Mm,HRm and OC↔MC5(
s50

1

Ms,HRs . ~6!
 25 Oct 2002 to 143.106.96.190. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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Thus, R-linear quaternionic operators consist of right multiplication by quaternionic num
(m50,1,2,3) whereasC-linear quaternionic operators are restricted to right multiplication
complex numbers (s50,1).

III. THE EIGENVALUE PROBLEM

In this section, we briefly discuss the left and right eigenvalue equation forH-, C-, and
R-linear quaternionic operators. As explicitly shown below, the conceptual difficulties which
acterize the left eigenvalue problem readily disappear by resorting to right eigenvalues. Th
to apply similarity transformations onH-, C-, andR-linear quaternionic matrices introducescom-
plexor real constraints on the right eigenvalues. The choice of complex or real~right! eigenvalues
will be extremely useful in finding a practical method of resolution and manipulating quatern
matrices.

A. Left eigenvalues

The left eigenvalue problem forH-linear quaternionic operators reads

OHc5qc, cPV@n,H#, qPH. ~7!

This problem has been recently studied in the mathematical literature.7,8 Nevertheless, no system
atic way to approach the problem has been given. We point out some difficulties which app
solving the left eigenvalue equation.

1. Similarity transformations

In finding the solution of Eq.~7!, a first difficulty is represented by the impossibility to app
similarity transformations,SHPM @n,H#, without losing the formal structure of the left eigenval
equation. In fact, by observing thatSHqÞqSH , the quaternionic matrices

MH and SHMHSH
21 ~8!

do not necessarily satisfy the same eigenvalue equation. Consequently, we can have quate
matrices with the same left eigenvalue spectrum, butno similarity transformation relating them
Explicit examples are found in Ref. 1.

2. Hermitian operators

Let OH be a Hermitian quaternionic operator andc be the eigenvector corresponding to t
eigenvalueq. By using Eq.~7! and denoting bŷwuc& the inner product inV@n,H#, we obtain

05^OHcuc&2^cuOHc&⇒05^qcuc&2^cuqc&Þ~ q̄2q!^cuc&.

Consequently, the left eigenvalue problem for Hermitian operators could admitquaternionic
solutions.9

3. Square operators and eigenvalues

As a last difficulty in the use of left eigenvalues, we observe that ifc is anOH eigenvector
with eigenvalueq, it will not necessarily be anOH

2 eigenvector with eigenvalueq2. In fact,

OH
2 c5OHqcÞqOHc5q2c.

B. Right eigenvalues

The right eigenvalue equation forH-linear transformations reads

OHc5cq, cPV@n,H#, qPH. ~9!
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Such an equation can be reduced to a right complex eigenvalue equation rephasing the
nionic eigenvalues by unitary quaternionsu,

OHcu5cuūqu5cuz, zPC. ~10!

This trick obviously fails for complex and real linear transformations. In fact, due to the pres
of the operatorsRi in OC and R[(Ri ,Rj ,Rk) in OR , we cannot apply unitary transformation
from the right. Observe that

~OR,Cc!uÞOR,C~cu!, uPH. ~11!

The failure of theassociativityin Eq. ~11! suggests that we should considercomplexeigenvalue
equations forC-linear quaternionic operators,

OCc5cz, zPC, ~12!

and real eigenvalues forR-linear quaternionic operators,

ORc5cr , r PR. ~13!

These equations are formally invariant underC- and R-linear similarity transformations. More
over, it can easily be proved that

OH
n c5cqn, OC

nc5czn, OR
nc5cr n.

It is important to note here thatR-linear quaternionic operators admit real eigenvalues only
particular cases. Thus, Eq.~13! has to be generalized. As shown later, a satisfactory discussio
the eigenvalue problem forR-linear quaternionic operators will require the use of a system
coupledequations.

IV. CANONICAL FORMS

In this section, following the procedure introduced in the paper of Ref. 1, we discus
canonical forms forH-, C-, andR-linear quaternionic matrices. The results we will establish fi
an immediate application in the theory of quaternionic differential operators. In fact, by usin
canonical formJX of a given matrixMX we can readily obtain the exponential

exp@MXx#5SX exp@JXx#SX
21

and, consequently, avoiding tedious calculations, solve quaternionic differential equation
constant coefficients.2

A. H-linear matrices

While matrices over commutative rings have gained much attention, the literature on ma
with quaternionic entries is often fragmentary. The main difficulty is that, due to the noncom
tative nature of quaternions, the standard method of resolution breaks down. Consequently,
eigenvalues and canonical forms represents a more delicate problem. The recent renewed
in quaternionic matrix theory1,10 and its applications2 shed new light on this intriguing researc
field. To facilitate access to the individual topics, we recall the main properties ofH-linear quater-
nionic matrices11–14and repeat the relevant theorems from Refs. 1, 10, 15, and 16 without pr
thus making our exposition self-contained.

In approaching the problem of diagonalization we have to consider a right quaternion
genvalue equation. In fact, from

MHck5ckqk , k51, . . . ,n, ckPV@n,H#, ~14!
 25 Oct 2002 to 143.106.96.190. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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in the caseMH is diagonalizable, we immediately get the following matrix equation

MHSH@c1 ,c2 , . . . ,cn#5SH@c1 ,c2 , . . . ,cn#DH ,

where

DH5diag@q1 ,q2 , . . . ,qn#

andSH5SH@c1 ,c2 , . . . ,cn# is defined byColk(SH)5ck .
Consequently, the diagonalization of the matrixMH ,

MH5SHDHSH
21,

is obtained by solving the corresponding right eigenvalue problem. It is important to note her
we haveinfinite ways to diagonalize a quaternionic matrixMH ,

diag@u1 ,u2 , . . . ,un#diag@q1 ,q2 , . . . ,qn#diag@ ū1 ,ū2 , . . . ,ūn#.

Geometrically speaking this means that Im@q# can arbitrarily be fixed on the sphere of rayuIm@q#u.
By a particular choice of the unitary matrix

UH5diag@u1 ,u2 , . . . ,un#

we can set a preferred space direction, for example the positivei axis, and consequently acomplex
~positive! eigenvalue spectrum.

Let us now briefly recall some properties of the eigenvalue spectrum ofH-linear quaternionic
matrices. By using the symplectic decomposition of the matrixMH ,

MH5M11 jM 2 , M1,2PM @n,C#,

and the symplectic decomposition of the vectorc,

c5c11 j c2 , c1,2PV@n,C#,

we can rewrite Eq.~10! in the following ~complex! form:

M̃Hc̃5z c̃, ~15!

where

M̃H5S M1 2M2*

M2 M1*
D PM @2n,C# and c̃5S c1

c2
DPV@2n,C#. ~16!

The mapping

f :MH°M̃H ~17!

is an isomorphism of the ring of quaternionic matricesMH into the ring of the corresponding
complex counterpartsM̃H . It is important to observe that this isomorphism do not preserve
inner product of eigenvectors.9 Nevertheless, the choice of acomplex projectionof quaternionic
inner products17 opens the door to interesting applications in relativistic quantum mechan18

The complexorthogonality of quaternionic eigenvectors~instead of a quaternionic orthogonality!
implies a doubling of solution in the two-dimensional quaternionic Dirac equation.17 The four
~complex! orthogonal quaternionic solutions describe particle/antiparticle with spin up/down
use of complex inner products is also a fundamental ingredient in the formulation of ga
theories by geometric algebras.5
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The next theorem states the main property of the eigenvalue spectrum ofH-linear quaternionic
matrices. For a detailed discussion, see Refs. 14–16.

Theorem 1: Let M̃H be the matrix given in Eq. (16). Then, its eigenvalues appear in com
conjugate pairs.

By using the result of Theorem 1 and the Gram–Schmidt method, we can readily obta
triangular form forH-linear quaternionic matrices.

Theorem 2: Every MH is unitarily similar to an upper triangular matrix.
Moreover, a Jordan form can be given for everyH-linear quaternionic matrix.
Theorem 3: Every n3n matrix with real quaternion elements is similar under a mat

transformation with real quaternion elements to a matrix in (complex) Jordan normal form
diagonal elements in the complex field.

To prove Theorem 3, we can use the isomorphism defined in~17!. To anyM̃H corresponds a
2n32n matrix B in the ~complex! Jordan formB5BH% BH* , such thatM̃HP5PB, where the
~nonsingular! matrix P has the form

P5S P1 2P2*

P2 P1*
D .

This implies that

~P11 jP2!21MH~P11 jP2!5BH5DH1NH , ~18!

whereDH andNH respectively denote the diagonal and the nilpotent parts ofBH .

B. C-linear matrices

Let us now considerC-linear transformations. We can associate to anyn3n C-linear quater-
nionic matrix a 2n-dimensional complex matrix by the following mapping.

MC5MH1MH8 Ri↔M̃C5 f ~MH!1 i f ~MH8 !5S M1 2M2*

M2 M1*
D 1 i S M18 2M28*

M28 M18*
D , ~19!

where f denotes the isomorphism defined in~17!. Then the following proposition holds:
Proposition 1: Let MC be aC-linear quaternionic matrix and M˜ C its complex counterpart [see

Eq. (19)]. The mapping

g:MC°M̃C ~20!

is an isomorphism of the ring of the n-dimensionalC-linear matrices into the ring of 2n-
dimensional complex matrices.

Indeed, if

AC5A0,H1A1,HRi and BC5B0,H1B1,HRi

are twoC-linear matrices, their corresponding complex counterparts are given by

g~AC!5 f ~A0,H!1 i f ~A1,H!, g~BC!5 f ~B0,H!1 i f ~B1,H!.

Then,

ACBC5CC5A0,HB0,H1A1,HRiB0,H1A0,HB1,HRi1A1,HRiB1,HRi

5A0,HB0,H2A1,HB1,H1~A0,HB1,H1A1,HB0,H!Ri

and
 25 Oct 2002 to 143.106.96.190. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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g~AC!g~BC!5 f ~A0,H! f ~B0,H!2 f ~A1,H! f ~B1,H!1 i f ~A1,H! f ~B0,H!1 i f ~A0,H! f ~B1,H!

5 f ~A0,HB0,H2A1,HB1,H!1 i f ~A0,HB1,H1A1,HB0,H!5g~CC!.
h

By using this isomorphism, the right eigenvalue spectrum ofC-linear quaternionic matrices ca
easily be determined.1 The following result,

‘‘ A C-linear matrix is diagonalizable if the corresponding complex counterpart is diagonalizab,’’

was proven in Ref. 1~where a preliminary discussion of the eigenvalue problem forC-linear
quaternionic matrix operators was given!. It is worth pointing out that the converse of the previo
statement is, in general, not true. For instance, let us consider the complex matrix

G̃C5S z1 0 1 0

0 z2 0 1

0 0 z1 0

0 0 0 z2

D . ~21!

This matrix admits a correspondingdiagonalizableC-linear quaternionic matrix given by

GC5DC1NC5S Re~z1!1Im~z1!Ri 0

0 Re~z2!1Im~z2!Ri
D 1

1

2 S 2 j 1kRi 0

0 2 j 1kRi
D , ~22!

whereNC is nilpotent, diagonal, and commutes withDC .
The normal form of aC-linear quaternionic matrix can easily be calculated. Indeed, given

C-linear transformationMC and its corresponding complex counterpartM̃C @see Eq.~19!#, from the
known properties of the Jordan form of complex matrices, we can immediately obtain

S̃C
21M̃CS̃C5 J̃C5D̃C1ÑC ,

whereD̃C is diagonal,ÑC is nilpotent, and@D̃C ,ÑC#50. Then, the quaternionicC-linear matrices
MC ,SC ,DC , andNC are uniquely determined by the isomorphism stated in Proposition 1.

C. R-linear matrices

In the n-dimensional quaternionic vector spaceV@n,H#, the R-linear transformations are
represented by

MR5 (
m50

3

Mm,HRm , ~23!

whereMm,H representH-linear quaternionic matrices andRm are the right acting operators define
 25 Oct 2002 to 143.106.96.190. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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in the second section. AnyMR is then characterized by 16n2 real parameters. We can transla
R-linear n3n matrices into equivalent 4n34n real matrices, and vice versa, by the followin
translation rules:

Ri↔I5S 0 21n 0 0

1n 0 0 0

0 0 0 1n

0 0 21n 0

D ,

Rj↔J5S 0 0 21n 0

0 0 0 21n

1n 0 0 0

0 1n 0 0

D , ~24!

Rk↔K5S 0 0 0 21n

0 0 1n 0

0 21n 0 0

1n 0 0 0

D ,

and

Mm,H5M01 iM 11 jM 21kM3↔M̂m,H5S M0 2M1 2M2 2M3

M1 M0 2M3 M2

M2 M3 M0 2M1

M3 2M2 M1 M0

D , ~25!

whereMm,HPM @n,H#, M0, . . . ,3PM @n,R#, andM̂m,HPM @4n,R#. It is easy to verify thatI ,J,K
commute withM̂m,H :

@ I ,M̂m,H#5@J,M̂m,H#5@K ,M̂m,H#50

and

I25J25K25KJI 521.

The following proposition holds.
Proposition 2: Let MR be aR-linear matrix and M̂R its real counterpart. Then the mapping

h:MR5M0,H1M1,HRi1M2,HRj1M3,HRk°M̂R5M̂0,H1M̂1,HI1M̂2,HJ1M̂3,HK

is an isomorphism of the ring of the n-dimensional R-linear matrices into the ring of

4n-dimensional real matrices Mˆ
R .

Observe thatMHMH8̂ 5M̂HM̂ 8H . Let

AR5A0,H1A1,HRi1A2,HRj1A3,HRk and BR5B0,H1B1,HRi1B2,HRj1B3,HRk

be twoR-linear quaternionic matrices. Their corresponding real counterparts are given by

h~AR!5Â0,H1I Â1,H1JÂ2,H1K Â3,H and h~BR!5B̂0,H1I B̂1,H1JB̂2,H1K B̂3,H .
 25 Oct 2002 to 143.106.96.190. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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Then,

ARBR5CR5~A0,HB0,H2A1,HB1,H2A2,HB2,H2A3,HB3,H!1~A0,HB1,H1A1,HB0,H1A2,HB3,H

2A3,HB2,H!Ri1~A0,HB2,H1A2,HB0,H1A3,HB1,H2A1,HB3,H!Rj1~A0,HB3,H

1A3,HB0,H1A1,HB2,H2A2,HB1,H!Rk

and

h~AR!h~BR!5~Â0,HB̂0,H2Â1,HB̂1,H2Â2,HB̂2,H2Â3,HB̂3,H!1~Â0,HB̂1,H1Â1,HB̂0,H1Â2,HB̂3,H

2Â3,HB̂2,H!I1~Â0,HB̂2,H1Â2,HB̂0,H1Â3,HB̂1,H2Â1,HB̂3,H!J1~Â0,HB̂3,H1Â3,HB̂0,H

1Â1,HB̂2,H2Â2,HB̂1,H!K5h~CR!
h

We now discuss the canonical forms ofR-linear matrices. LetAR be anR-linear transformation,
ÂR its real counterpart,$l11 im1 ,l21 im2 , . . . ,ls1 ims% the complex eigenvalues ofÂR , and

$l2s11 , . . . ,l4n% the real eigenvalues ofÂR . As is well known,19,20 there exists a real orthogona
matrix O such that

ĴR5OÂROT,

where

ĴR5S X1

X2 P

�

Xs

0 l2s11

�

l4n

D
5S X1

X2 0

�

Xs

0 l2s11

�

l4n

D 1S 0

0 P

�

0

0 0

�

0

D
5D̂R1N̂R . ~26!

In the previous equation,Xr represents a 232 real matrix with eigenvaluesl r6 im r . An appro-
priate choice ofO guarantees that

Xr5S l r 2m r

m r l r
D . ~27!

Let us come back to theR-linear transformationAR . By using the translation rules given in Eq
~24! and ~25!, we can immediately give its canonical form

JR5DR1NR .
 25 Oct 2002 to 143.106.96.190. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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In particular, the diagonal elements ofDR corresponding to the quaternionic translation of the r
blocks

D̂1,R5S lm 2mm 0 0

mm lm 0 0

0 0 lm11 2mm11

0 0 mm11 lm11

D ,

D̂2,R5S lm 2mm 0 0

mm lm 0 0

0 0 lm11 0

0 0 0 lm12

D , ~28!

D̂3,R5S lm 0 0 0

0 lm11 0 0

0 0 lm12 0

0 0 0 lm13

D
are respectively given by

D1,R5 1
2 @lm~12LiRi !1mm~Li1Ri !1lm11~11LiRi !1mm11~Li2Ri !#,

D2,R5 1
2 @lm~12LiRi !1mm~Li1Ri !1 1

2lm11~11LiRi2L jRj1LkRk!

1 1
2 lm12~11LiRi1L jRj2LkRk!#, ~29!

D3,R5 1
4 @lm~12LiRi2L jRj2LkRk!1lm11~12LiRi1L jRj1LkRk!

1lm12~11LiRi2L jRj1LkRk!1lm13~11LiRi1L jRj2LkRk!#.

As happens forC-linear quaternionic matrices, anR-linear quaternionic matrix is diagonalizable
the corresponding real counterpart is diagonalizable. The converse is not necessarily true.

V. THE EIGENVALUE PROBLEM FOR R-LINEAR MATRICES

Let us now consider the eigenvalue problem forR-linear quaternionic matrices. Equation~13!
is obviously too restrictive. In fact, such an equation sets the real eigenvalue spectrum ofR-linear
quaternionic operators. No information is given about the remaining eigenvalues. In particu
the real counterpartM̂R of the R-linear quaternionic matrixMR does not have real eigenvalue
Eq. ~13! does not admit solution. This is very embarrassing if we consider, for example,R-linear
anti-Hermitian quaternionic operators. Thus, we need to modify Eq.~13!. The discussion regard
ing the ‘‘pseudo-triangular’’ form of the matricesÂR @see Eq.~26!# suggests as aR-linear eigen-
value problem the following system ofcoupledequations:

MRc5ac1bw,
~30!

MRw5cw1dc,

where

a,b,c,dPR, c5c01 ic11 j c21kc3 , w5w01 iw11 j w21kw3 ,

c0, . . . ,3,w0, . . . ,3PV@n,R#.
 25 Oct 2002 to 143.106.96.190. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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It can be shown that the real coefficientsa,b,c,d are related to the real and imaginary parts of t
M̂R eigenvalues. In fact, by translating the system~30! into its real matrix counterpart, we find

S M̂R 0

0 M̂R
D S ĉ

ŵ D 5S a14n b14n

c14n d14n
D S ĉ

ŵ D , ~31!

where

ĉ5S c0

c1

c2

c3

D , ŵ5S w0

w1

w2

w3

D PV@4n,R#.

The matrix equation~31! admits nontrivial solutions if and only if

detF S M̂R2a14n 2b14n

2c14n M̂R2d14n
D G50. ~32!

By rewriting the matrixM̂R in terms of the similarity matrixŜR and of its Jordan formĴR , i.e.,

M̂R5ŜRĴRŜR
21 ,

and by using the cyclic property of the determinant, we reduce Eq.~32! to

detF S ĴR2a14n 2b14n

2c14n ĴR2d14n
D G50. ~33!

By simple algebraic manipulations,20 we obtain

detF S ĴR2a14n 2b14n

2c14n ĴR2d14n
D G5det@~ ĴR2a14n!~ ĴR2d14n!2bc14n#

5det@ ĴR
22~a1d!ĴR1~ad2bc!14n#

5)
i

@zi
22~a1d!zi1~ad2bc!#50,

wherezi represent the eigenvalues of the real matrixM̂R . The previous equation explicitly show
the relation between the real coefficientsa,b,c,d ~which appear in theR-linear eigenvalue prob-
lem! and the eigenvaluesz of the real counterpart of the quaternionic matrixMR . In the case of
complex eigenvaluesz, we find

D5~a1d!24~ad2bc!5~a2d!21bc,0. ~34!

This condition guarantees that the eigenvalues of the real matrix

Z5S a14n b14n

c14n d14n
D

appear in conjugate pairs. Consequently, we can find a real similarity transformationT such that
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TZT215S l14n 2m14n

m14n l14n
D .

Finally, without loss of generality, we can consider the following eigenvalue problem forR-linear
transformations

MRc5lc2mw,
~35!

MRw5lw1mc.

VI. FINAL REMARKS

These final remarks aim to give a concluding discussion on the ‘‘coupled’’ eigenvalue pro
and a brief summary of mathematical and physical applications motivating our interest i
research. In particular, we are interested to bring together two areas: quaternionic diffe
operators and quantum mechanics.

A. Coupled eigenvalue equations

In the previous section, we have introduced, forR-linear transformations, the eigenvalu
problem ~35! which represents thenatural generalization of~13!. In particular, as we observe
above, the study of system~35! instead of Eq.~13! allows us to take into account the existence
complex eigenvalues and, consequently, complete the eigenvalue spectrum ofR-linear quater-
nionic operators. Actually, the eigenvalue problem~35! also applies toH- andC-linear transfor-
mations. It can be considered as an equivalent formulation of Eqs.~9! and~12!. To show that, let
us consider the equation

MCc5cz5cl1c im. ~36!

We limit ourselves to discussingC-linear transformations. Obviously, if a preferred compl
direction is chosen for the eigenvalues ofH-linear quaternionic operators, all the arguments
what follows also hold forH-linear transformations. By using theC-linearity, we find

~MCc!i 5MC~c i !5c il2cm.

The pair of eigenvector (c,w5c i ), wherec is solution of Eq.~36!, satisfies the coupled equa
tions

MCc5lc2mw,
~37!

MCw5mc1lw.

Vice versa, letMC and ~37! be respectively aC-linear transformation and the correspondi
eigenvalue problem. We denote by~c, w! a solution of the system~37!. If c satisfies Eq.~36!, too,
then, comparing Eq.~36! and the first equation in~37!, one immediately obtainsw5c i . If, on the
contrary,c is not a solution of Eq.~36!, by using theC-linearity, we obtain

MC~w i !5~MCw!i 5mc i 1w i .

Thus,

MC~c1w i !5~c1w i !z. ~38!

Hence, it is possible to associate to any solution~c, w! of the system~37! a corresponding
eigenvector ofMC .
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It is worth pointing out that the coupled system~35! can be obtained by solving the eigenval
problem~13! for complexifiedquaternionic eigenvectors andcomplexifiedreal eigenvalues. In fact
by imposing that

c→C5c1Iw PH~1,i , j ,k! ^ C~1,I !,

and

r→Z5l1Im PC~1,I !,

from thecomplexifiedeigenvalue problem~13!,

MRC5CZ,

we immediately get the coupled system~35!.

B. Applications

Many physical problems dealing with differential operators are greatly simplified by usin
matrix formalism and solving the corresponding eigenvalue problem.

Let us first consider a very simple case, that is, theH-linear second order homogeneo
ordinary differential equation

c̈~x!2aċ~x!2bc~x!50, a,bPH, xPR. ~39!

In looking for quaternionic exponential solutionc(x)5exp@qx# and observing that the derivativ
of exp@qx# with respect to the real variablex is q exp@qx#, we reduce the previous problem to fin
the solutions of the following quadratic equation

q25aq1b. ~40!

This equation can be rewritten in matrix form as follows:

MHS q
1D5S q2

q D , MH5S a b

1 0D . ~41!

As seen in this article, theH-linear quaternionic matrixMH satisfies a right~complex! eigenvalue
equation

MHS v
wD5S v

wD z, zPC, v,wPH, ww̄51. ~42!

Due to the particular form ofMH , the components of theMH-eigenvectors satisfy the following
condition

v5wz. ~43!

Multiplying ~from the right! Eq. ~42! by w̄ and using the constraint~43!, we obtain

MHS wzw̄
1 D5S wz2w̄

wzw̄ D . ~44!

Comparing Eq.~41! with Eq. ~44!, we immediately get

q5wzw̄. ~45!
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The problem of finding exponential solutions for aH-linear differential with constant coefficient
and, consequently, zeros ofH-linear polynomial equations,21 is thus equivalent to solving the righ
~complex! eigenvalue problem for the associated matrix. Obviously, the previous considera
also hold for then-dimensional case.

The solutions ofX-linear quaternionic differential equations with constant coefficients

c (n)~x!2An21,Xc (n21)~x!2An22,Xc (n22)~x!2¯ 2A0,Xc~x!50, X5R,C,H, ~46!

can be given in terms of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix

S An21,X An22,X ... A0,X

1 0 ... 0

. . ... .

. . ... .

. . ... .

0 0 ..1 0

D .

InterestingC-linear differential equations appear in quaternionic quantum mechanics.3 For ex-
ample, by studying quaternionic tunneling effects as a candidate to possible phenomeno
deviations from the standard~complex! theory, we have to solve the followingH-linear Schro¨-
dinger equation,

] tC~x,t !5F i

\ S \2

2m
]xx2 iV D1

j

\
WGC~x,t !, ~47!

where (j /\)W represents thenew quaternionic perturbation. The quaternionic stationary s
wave function

C~x,t !5c~x!expF2
i

\
EtG ~48!

is a solution of Eq.~47! on the condition thatc(x) be a solution of the following time-independe
C-linear ~ordinary! differential equation:

i
\2

2m
c̈~x!2 iVc~x!1 jWc~x!1c~x!iE50. ~49!

Observe that the choice of the imaginary uniti in the Laplacian operator]xx , Eq. ~47!, and in the
time exponential, Eq.~48!, is fundamental to recover the standard results in the complex limi
this formalism, quaternionic potentials are treated as perturbation effects on standard qu
mechanics. We also point out that the right position of the time exponential is fundamen
perform the separation of variables.

The solution of Eq.~49! can be given in terms of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors o
C-linear matrix

S 0 A0,C

1 0 D ,

where

A0,C5
2m

\2 ~V1LkW1LiRiE!.
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A detailed phenomenological discussion of the quaternionic tunneling effect is found in the
of Ref. 4.

C. Outlooks

As seen in this article, the choice of right~complex! eigenvalues forH- andC-linear operators
plays a fundamental role in discussing canonical forms and in finding solutions of polynomia
differential equations. It was shown that the right~complex! eigenvalue problem is equivalent t
a ‘‘coupled’’ system and this was extremely important to study the eigenvalue problem
R-linear quaternionic matrices, where a pair of real eigenvalues must be introduced. This
was intended as an attempt at motivating the study ofR- andC-linear quaternionic operators i
view of possible applications in quantum mechanics and gauge theory. It would be desira
give a complete theory ofX-linear quaternionic matrices and differential operators. More rea
tically, this article touches only a few aspects of the theory and shows how the choice of the
eigenvalue equation seems to be the best to investigate quaternionic formulations of p
theory. It was not our purpose to study here differential operators. The results in this field a
from being conclusive and some questions represent at present intriguing challenges: varia
parameters; order reduction; not invertible higher derivativeR- andC-linear constant coefficients
variable coefficients; and integral transforms. Finally, it would be desirable to extend the d
sion on the eigenvalue problem by matrix translation to the nonassociative case.22–24
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